ENTER YOUR PITCH VIDEO BY JULY 15

IN ONE OF TWO GRADE LEVELS: 5–8 OR 9–12

3 WINNERS IN EACH GRADE LEVEL
• $500 cash per winning entry
• Consultation with a successful entrepreneur
  ... and more!

NATIONAL CONTEST

Connect your passion with a solution to a problem! Use creativity, problem solving, critical thinking and presentation skills to explain your idea. Create a video and submit it to the Pitch Challenge.

yepitch-national.com
#yepitchchallenge

Presented by YEI in collaboration with these partners
ENTER YOUR PITCH VIDEO BY JULY 15!

ENTER NOW
yepitch-national.com
#yepitchchallenge

Three winners will be selected from each grade level
- Youth register and submit entries online from now until July 15, 2022.
- Youth enter in one of two grade levels: 5–8 or 9–12.
- One to two participants per entry.
- Video should be under two minutes.

PRIZES
3 WINNERS FROM EACH GRADE LEVEL
- $500 cash per winning entry
- Consultation with a successful entrepreneur . . . and more!

Young Entrepreneur Institute is grateful for the generous support of the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation.